Introduction {#s1}
============

Sequencing techniques have progressed rapidly in recent years, thus various types of sequence data have been produced and they are publicly available for research purpose. Despite many genome assemblies are available at present, research on expressed sequence tag (EST) is still on-going, due to it is a cost-effective resource for expression data analysis [@pone.0047216-He1], [@pone.0047216-Hazelhurst1], functional analysis [@pone.0047216-Manickavelu1], and single-nucleotide polymorphisms [@pone.0047216-Orsini1]. In addition, [@pone.0047216-Shen1] claimed in their research work that conceptually translated ESTs can be used to predict subcellular location of protein. In general, ESTs are short single pass sequence reads derived from complimentary DNA (cDNA) libraries, and they can be produced in large quantities with inexpensive cost. Sanger-derived ESTs have typical lengths between 200--800 bases [@pone.0047216-Nagaraj1].

Since ESTs are short, they are unlikely to provide any useful gene information if they are unprocessed. One of the key steps in the EST processing pipeline is clustering. The objective of this step is to collect overlapping ESTs that originate from the same gene into a unique cluster. ESTs in the same cluster are then assembled to form a consensus sequence, which is important for gene identification. Several publicly available EST databases include Unigene [@pone.0047216-Boguski1], TIGR Gene Indices [@pone.0047216-Quackenbush1], STACK [@pone.0047216-Miller1], and UCSC Genome Browser [@pone.0047216-Kent1]. These databases have become the major sources of information for many academic research and laboratories.

For EST clustering algorithms, they can be broadly grouped into two classes, i.e. alignment-based clustering and alignment-free clustering. The first class relies on pair-wise alignment, and this alignment can either be transcript-based (EST-EST) or genome-based (EST-Genome). Transcript-based alignment compares similarities among ESTs, where BLAST [@pone.0047216-Altschul1] or its variant can be used to accomplish the task. PaCE [@pone.0047216-Kalyanaraman1], GMAP [@pone.0047216-Wu1], ESTMapper [@pone.0047216-Wu2], ECgene [@pone.0047216-Kim1], and EasyCluster [@pone.0047216-Picardi1] are attached to genome-based alignment. These clustering tools generate better clustering quality as compared to the transcript-based, but these tools are only operational if the required genome assemblies exist. Therefore, it is not applicable for an organism whose genome has yet to be sequenced, especially for the new species.

In alignment-free clustering, *d2_cluster* [@pone.0047216-Burke1] is an established algorithm for clustering ESTs and cDNAs. Pair-wise comparisons of ESTs are not dependent on alignment, but depend on the word occurrences between the sequences. This method implements a windowing strategy for subsequence comparisons between two ESTs. This strategy is based on the principle idea that two ESTs are clustered together if they have subsequences that are similar. It implies that ESTs that are overlapping with each other to a certain extent (subsequence length in this case), can be grouped into the same cluster. Hazelhurst et al. [@pone.0047216-Hazelhurst2] introduced the *wcd* tool to cluster ESTs. It is a clustering method similar to *d2_cluster*. In fact, both methods apply the same distance measure and also implement the windowing strategy. The key differences between them include the efficient implementation of the basic quadratic algorithm, and the use of heuristics in *wcd* tool. Both of them are meant to speed up the computation time.

Recently, Rao et al. [@pone.0047216-Rao1] proposed a tool called *PEACE*, to cluster ESTs. This tool also adopts the same distance measure and windowing like *wcd* and *d2_cluster*, but it uses the concept of minimum spanning tree to perform clustering. In terms of clustering quality, these alignment-free EST clustering methods are claimed to be competitive with each other. When they are compared with the alignment-based method, it is in fact a trade-off between speed and sensitivity. The alignment-free methods tend to deliver faster computation time with acceptable quality degradation. Another shortcoming of alignment-free methods is they are prone to produce unsatisfactory clustering results when they deal with ESTs originating from the same gene family. For instance, ESTs from different genes in the family might be clustered together by the alignment-free method and this will directly drag down the clustering accuracy.

In this paper, we have extended the EST clustering work using the alignment-free approach, with the aim to resolve the problem stated in the drawback. We propose an improved distance measure for EST clustering, where it has higher sensitivity than existing methods. The distance measure can be considered as a hybrid, since it is derived from the combination of local and global statistical metrics. Density-based clustering is selected for the clustering process. The experimental study involves ten datasets and they are evaluated with performance metrics. The results reveal that the proposed distance measure is capable to deliver competitive clustering accuracies for all tested datasets.

Problem Statement {#s2}
=================

With the rapid growth in bioinformatics, there have been quite a number of published works focusing on the alignment-free distance measures for biological sequences. These distance measures can be generalized into several classes, and they are distance based on counting word frequencies [@pone.0047216-Burke1], [@pone.0047216-Hazelhurst2], [@pone.0047216-Rao1], [@pone.0047216-Christoffels1], [@pone.0047216-Pevzner1], [@pone.0047216-Blasdell1], distance based on compression [@pone.0047216-Mantaci1], [@pone.0047216-Otu1], and distance based on information theory [@pone.0047216-Dai1], [@pone.0047216-Almeida1], [@pone.0047216-Wu3]. Since EST is also classified as short biological sequence, therefore the above distance measures can be considered to be applied on ESTs. In fact, most of the alignment-free distance measures are actually extended from the word frequencies counting class.

In the previous section, we have briefly introduced several alignment-free EST clustering tools (*d2*\_*cluster*, *wcd*, and *PEACE*). These highlighted clustering tools have the common distance measure named *d^2^*, and it originates from the word frequencies counting class. The key difference is the distance is measured within a fragment or subsequence of EST. The *d^2^* distance that incorporates the windowing approach has been claimed to perform reasonably well as compared to other alignment-free distance measures for ESTs. Hence this distance measure has been widely accepted in recent years. Furthermore, it has been embedded in the STACK tool [@pone.0047216-Christoffels1], which is a platform to provide a complete analysis on express transcripts.

Even though the *d^2^* is a widely used distance measure in alignment-free EST clustering, it does have a drawback. In our research, we often use these tools to perform clustering on many EST datasets. Generally they perform quite well on majority of the datasets, but we found out that they tend to deliver unsatisfactory clustering results when they are dealing with ESTs that come from the same gene family. A Gene family is a set of homologous genes that are likely to have similar biochemical function [@pone.0047216-Demuth1]. According to [@pone.0047216-Demuth1]--[@pone.0047216-Ruan1], there are more than 10,000 gene families in the human genome, and the number of gene families that has been identified so far in the animals genomes has surpassed 14,000. Thus, it is very important to have a reliable method that can perform clustering accurately for ESTs that come from the same gene family. An example is the HOXA gene family that has 12 genes in the family. The possible reason behind the lower than expected clustering results might be due to the high similarities among the genes in the family, and the *d^2^* distance is not sensitive enough to differentiate them. In EST clustering, the aim is to assign EST to its original gene, but not to other gene (even though they come from the same gene family). Thus there is a need to enhance the current methods' sensitivities in order to resolve the problem.

Materials and Methods {#s3}
=====================

The section discusses our research method and experimental data, and an overview of the research work is shown in [Figure 1](#pone-0047216-g001){ref-type="fig"}. It begins with the extraction and collection of EST datasets using the UCSC genome browser, followed by the computation of our proposed distance measure for ESTs. The subsequent step involves clustering, which uses the generated EST distances as measure, and it is implemented using the density-based algorithm. The clustering results are then evaluated and analyzed thoroughly. The next step is the comparison of clustering results with the existing EST clustering tools, to evaluate the performance of our proposed distance measure. The last step involves the applicability study of the proposed distance measure on another clustering technique, which is hierarchical clustering. The following subsections describe the proposed hybrid distance measure, clustering algorithm, cluster validity index and experimental datasets in details.

![An overview of our experimental study on the proposed hybrid distance measure.](pone.0047216.g001){#pone-0047216-g001}

The Proposed Hybrid Distance Measure, hbd_EST {#s3a}
---------------------------------------------

In the previous section, we have highlighted several EST clustering tools that are implemented using the alignment-free approach. The aspects discussed cover not only their distance measures and clustering methods, but also their advantages and drawbacks. With the intention to resolve the problem encountered in the clustering tools that implement the window-based *d^2^* distance, we propose an improved distance measure (*hbd_EST*) to cluster ESTs. This alignment-free distance measure combines two features that are locally and globally extracted from ESTs. In this case, the global features refer to the patterns or characteristics that can be found in the entire sequence of EST. On the contrary, patterns or characteristics that appear only in a portion/subsequence of EST are considered as local features. The principle idea is that the decision for grouping two ESTs into a single cluster must not be solely based on the similarity comparison between subsequences, but have to consider global feature as well.

![The algorithm for computing the *hbd_EST* distance measure.](pone.0047216.g002){#pone-0047216-g002}

To the best of our knowledge, there has yet to be any published work that introduces an alignment-free distance measure, where it is measured by combining the local and global features of EST. With the *hbd_EST* distance measure, we aim to improve the clustering accuracy for datasets that contain ESTs from the same gene family. At the same time, we would also like to find out to what extent, both features affect the clustering quality. The first thing to highlight is the local feature of EST. It can be derived using statistical methods on any portions/fragments of EST. Word counting in a defined window size is selected as the local feature of *hbd_EST* distance measure. The basic idea is that two similar sequences will have common words to a certain extent, or we can say that there are some common patterns that appear in sequences that are similar.

The similarity comparison based on word counting can be quantified using the well-known distance measure called *d^2^*. It was first proposed by [@pone.0047216-Blasdell1], and later it is widely accepted and embedded into the established EST clustering tools such as *d2_cluster* [@pone.0047216-Burke1], *wcd* [@pone.0047216-Hazelhurst2] and *PEACE* [@pone.0047216-Rao1]. We choose the same *d^2^* as the distance metric for our local feature, due to its reliability and acceptability. The use of this distance measure is also in-line with our main goal, which is to enhance the current methods' sensitivity, so that the problem faced in the gene family dataset can be resolved.

[Equation (1](#pone.0047216.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) shows how the *d^2^* distance between two ESTs, *P* and *Q* is computed. Let *d^2^*(*p, q*) denotes the distance between *p* and *q*, where *p* is a subsequence from *P* and *q* is a subsequence from *Q*. *w~k,i~* is a word with length *k*, and the maximum number of distinct words (with length k) is 4*^k^*. The number of occurrences of *w~k,i~* in *p* and *q* are represented by *c~p~* (*w~k,i~*) and *c~q~* (*w~k,i~*). Since one EST can be partitioned into many subsequences, therefore a lot of *d^2^* distances can be produced. As such, it will only pick the smallest *d^2^* value as the distance for *P* and *Q*. For word length and window size, we use the default values (word length = 6, window size = 100 bases) set in both clustering tools (*wcd* and *PEACE*). It is because we need to make a fair and unbiased comparison of clustering accuracy between our proposed distance measure (*hbd_EST*) and both of them.

As we refer to the alignment-free distance measures available for biological sequences, we are aware that a majority of them measure the distances based on the whole sequence length. Thus we believe that the feature that is extracted globally plays an inevitable role in sequence comparison, and cannot be omitted even in short sequences like ESTs. This motivated us to propose an idea to combine the local and global features in our *hbd_EST* distance measure. The global feature in our case is derived from the measurement of sequence relative entropy, which is an important concept in both statistical biology and information theory. Earlier research works [@pone.0047216-Wu3], [@pone.0047216-Pham1], [@pone.0047216-Wu4] proposed the distance measures based on the relative entropy, and the authors claimed that their results were comparable to the alignment-based similarity distance measure.

![The pseudo codes for the *DBSCAN* function.](pone.0047216.g003){#pone-0047216-g003}

We explore the global feature of ESTs by adopting the relative entropy approach, and the similarity between ESTs is quantified using the distance called generalized relative entropy, *gred* [@pone.0047216-Dai1]. It is a statistical measure based on the frequencies of words with length *k*. The *gred* distance between two ESTs, *P* and *Q* can be obtained using the formula shown in [Equation (2](#pone.0047216.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"}). In the equation, *w~k~* ~,*i*~ denotes the word *i* with size *k*, and the maximum possible words is 4*^k^*. The frequencies of word *i* in sequence *P* and *Q* are denoted in *f^P^* (*w~k,i~*) and *f^Q^* (*w~k,i~*). The use of word frequency is considered to be more appropriate than the word count since ESTs may have different lengths. Therefore, the impact of length bias can be minimized. This range of the *gred* distance is between 0 and 1. The distance is 0 when two identical ESTs are compared, and 1 for two completely different ESTs.

Both distances that quantify the local and global features of ESTs are to be combined to form a hybrid distance. Prior to this step, we have to ensure that both distance values fall into the \[0,1\] range and data normalization will be performed when it is required. We therefore perform min-max normalization on the *d^2^* distance since its original value is out of this range. Min-max normalization is a linear transformation that preserves the relationships among the original data values [@pone.0047216-Han1]. [Equation (3](#pone.0047216.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}) shows the transformation of *d^2^* distance using the min-max normalization. In the equation, *d^2^* (*P*, *Q*) is the original distance for the EST pair, *P* and *Q*. The maximum and minimum values of the original data are denoted with *d^2^~max~* and *d^2^~min~*, while the new maximum and minimum are represented by *d^2^~new_max~* and *d^2^~new_min~*. In this case, it is 1 for the new maximum and 0 for the new minimum.

Once both values are in the same range, the hybrid distance (*hbd_EST*) can then be computed. In this work, we conduct an in-depth analysis to study the influence of the local and global features towards the clustering accuracy, especially on the dataset that contains ESTs from the same gene family. As such, the *hbd_EST* distance is calculated by combining both distances with different weight, with the condition that the sum of weights is 1. For instance, the *hbd_EST* distance can be generated from the combination of 0.95 local (*d^2^*″) and 0.05 global (*gred*). The formula to calculate the *hbd_EST* is shown in [Equation (4](#pone.0047216.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Let *d^2^″*(*P*, *Q*) and *gred*(*P*, *Q*) represent the normalized *d^2^* distance and the *gred* distance for the EST pair, *P* and *Q*. *A* and *B* are the weights with possible values in {0, 0.05, 0.1,..., 0.9, 0.95, 1}. The value of *hbd_EST* is between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates two identical ESTs and 1 means two ESTs have 0% similarity.

[Figure 2](#pone-0047216-g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the algorithm for computing the *hbd_EST* distance. The algorithm takes dataset containing *n* ESTs as input, and the expected output is the hybrid distance matrix with *n* × *n* size. The steps involved in this algorithm can be summarized in the following: Step 1 is the computation of local distance for all EST pairs, followed by generating global distance in step 2. The subsequent step involves the normalization of local distance, while the last step is the computation of *hbd_EST* distance by combining both local and global distances at user-defined weight. The hybrid distance matrix is then used for clustering, where the density-based is the selected clustering algorithm.

![The pseudo codes for the *expandCluster* function.](pone.0047216.g004){#pone-0047216-g004}

Density-based Clustering {#s3b}
------------------------

Density-based clustering is a partitioning clustering algorithm, and its general idea is the formation of clusters is based on the density of objects in the data space. A region with a high density of objects is regarded as a cluster, and the clusters are separated by regions of low object density. Several established density-based clustering algorithms include OPTICS [@pone.0047216-Ankerst1], CLIQUE [@pone.0047216-Agrawal1], and DBSCAN [@pone.0047216-Ester1]. These clustering algorithms have been demonstrated to deliver consistent and accurate results, therefore the work has been extended by many researchers and quite a number of variants [@pone.0047216-Ruiz1], [@pone.0047216-Nasibov1], [@pone.0047216-Gorawski1], [@pone.0047216-Chen1] have been proposed.

In our work, the clustering of ESTs is performed using the DBSCAN. This clustering algorithm is chosen due to two reasons. Firstly, the cluster can be in arbitrary shape or size. Secondly, the number of clusters is not required to be determined prior to clustering. The two factors are justifiable in EST clustering. This is because information such as cluster shape/size and cluster quantity is unavailable for any EST dataset before the clustering takes place. The basic idea of DBSCAN is that each point in a cluster must contain at least a set of points within a given radius (both can be user-specific). It implies that the neighborhood density has to exceed a user-specified threshold. Generally, the DBSCAN algorithm can be explained with two functions, i.e., *DBSCAN* and *expandCluster*.

In the *DBSCAN* function, it takes three parameters, i.e. distance matrix, minimum neighbors, and neighborhood radius. The cluster id (*cid*) is initially set to 0, and then it picks an unvisited EST (*E*) and marks it as visited. The next step is to find the EST's neighbors (*gN*) within the user-specified radius. The EST is labeled as a singleton (noise) if the number of neighbors is less than the minimum neighbors (*MinPoints*). On the contrary, it forms a cluster using a next cluster id, and proceeds to expand the cluster (*expandCluster* function) when the number of neighbors exceeds the minimum neighbors. The clustering process terminates when all ESTs are visited. The details for the *DBSCAN* function are shown in [Figure 3](#pone-0047216-g003){ref-type="fig"}.

![The flow chart diagram for the extraction of EST datasets using the Genome Browser.](pone.0047216.g005){#pone-0047216-g005}

In the *expandCluster* function, the expansion begins with the neighbors (*gN*) of the EST found in the *DBSCAN* function. An unvisited neighbor (*E\**) is then picked and marked as visited. It is followed by searching the EST's neighbors within the neighborhood radius. The neighbors (*gN\**) of this EST will be merged with *gN* if the quantity is greater or equal to the minimum neighbors (*MinPoints*). This EST will be assigned with the current cluster id (*cid*) if it is still unattached to any cluster. The above steps are repeated until all ESTs in the *gN* have been visited. This clustering algorithm assigns each EST with a cluster membership, and it gives -1 to EST that does not belong to any cluster (singleton). [Figure 4](#pone-0047216-g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the pseudo codes for the *expandCluster* function.

Cluster Validity Index {#s3c}
----------------------

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed distance measure, the validity of the clustering results obtained from the experiments are assessed. We have chosen the Jaccard index [@pone.0047216-Halkidi1] as the cluster validity index. It is a statistical method based on external criteria. It measures how good the clustering algorithm is, by matching cluster labels with externally supplied class labels. This validity index can also be used to measure the similarity of the clustering results associated to two different methods. In EST clustering, this index is quite commonly used and has appeared in several papers [@pone.0047216-Hazelhurst2], [@pone.0047216-Rao1], [@pone.0047216-Malde1]. The authors in these papers used it to make comparisons between their proposed algorithms with other EST clustering tools.

10.1371/journal.pone.0047216.t001

###### The details of the ten datasets extracted using the tools in the genome browser.

![](pone.0047216.t001){#pone-0047216-t001-1}

  Dataset with    Total   Total ESTs/   Largest   Smallest
  -------------- ------- ------------- --------- ----------
  CYP2             16        1848         256        3
  APOBEC           10         846         226        34
  T-box            13         842         320        7
  WNT              18        1410         395        4
  CYP4             12         970         203        7
  HOXA             12         711         203        3
  PLXN              9        2712         741       128
  CHRN             16        1014         168        3
  SPDY             10         529         229        8
  EPH              14        2202         479        28

[Equation (5](#pone.0047216.e005){ref-type="disp-formula"}) shows how the Jaccard index can be measured from the clustering result. Consider {*C~1~*, *C~2~*... *C~m~*} is the clustering result of method *C* on a dataset, and *P~d~* is a defined partition of the dataset. In our case, variable *a* refers to the number of pairs of ESTs that belong to the same cluster in *C* and also to the same group of partition *P~d~*. While variable *b* denotes the number of pairs of ESTs that belong to the same cluster of *C*, but to a different group of *P~d~*. Variable *c* is the number of pairs of ESTs that belong to a different cluster of *C*, but to the same group of *P~d~*. The index has a value range of 0--1, which means that the index is 1 if both clustering methods produce an identical clustering structure on a dataset.

Experimental Data {#s3d}
-----------------

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed distance measure, ten EST datasets were extracted from the UCSC genome browser [@pone.0047216-Kent1]. In brief, this genome browser is developed and maintained by the Genome Bioinformatics group, and it is attached to the University of California Santa Cruz. The reasons for selecting this website for downloading our datasets are its available easy-to-use tools, reliable data source, and complete annotations for various types of sequences. Furthermore, the mapping of ESTs/mRNAs to the specific gene can be visualized in a diagram. This feature enables a user to verify the correctness of the downloaded data easily.

10.1371/journal.pone.0047216.t002

###### Six combinations with different weights between the local and global features.

![](pone.0047216.t002){#pone-0047216-t002-2}

  Combination    Local   Global
  ------------- ------- --------
  CB1            0.95     0.05
  CB2            0.90     0.10
  CB3            0.85     0.15
  CB4            0.80     0.20
  CB5            0.75     0.25
  CB6            0.70     0.30

[Figure 5](#pone-0047216-g005){ref-type="fig"} shows the process flow of the data extraction. First, we refer to the website maintained by the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee [@pone.0047216-Seal1] and browse through its gene family page. We randomly select a gene family from the published list, followed by checking the existence of the gene family in the genome browser. The process continues if the gene family is available, with the identification of a gene position in the human genome. On the other hand, we have to randomly choose another gene family again if it is not found in the genome browser. Once the gene location is known, we proceed to extract ESTs and mRNAs that are mapped to this gene location using the table browser [@pone.0047216-Karolchik1]. The table browser is one of the tools found in the UCSC genome browser, and we utilize some controls available in this tool to filter and extract the data that we require.

Filtering is vital since we need to collect high quality and reliable ESTs and mRNAs. In our case, we download ESTs/mRNAs that are not only mapped to the specified gene location, but also intersecting with at least 80% of the RefSeq [@pone.0047216-Pruitt1] genes. RefSeq (Reference Sequence) is provided by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). It serves as a stable gene reference for annotation, identification, mutation, polymorphism analysis and expression studies.

![The clustering results (Jaccard Index) for the six experimental EST datasets.\
Graph (A) represents the clustering result for the CYP2 dataset. The best performer is the test with combination CB2 and neighborhood distance (Eps) 0.1. (B) is the clustering result for the APOBEC dataset, and the highest clustering accuracy is also achieved by the test with CB2 and Eps 0.1. The clustering result for the T-box dataset is plotted in (C). The test with CB1 and Eps 0.15 scores the highest clustering accuracy in this dataset. (D)--(F) show the clustering results for the WNT, CYP4 and HOXA datasets. Three tests (CB1--CB3, all with Eps 0.15) yield clustering accuracy above 0.98 in the WNT dataset. In the CYP4 dataset, the test with CB1 and Eps 0.1 records the highest clustering accuracy. The test with CB3 and Eps 0.15 outperforms other tests in the HOXA dataset.](pone.0047216.g006){#pone-0047216-g006}

We also mask the repeats found in the ESTs/mRNAs. This is to avoid the repetitive elements found in the data, from affecting the clustering outcome. For another gene in the family, we repeat the same steps, and it terminates when all the genes data are completely downloaded. In the final stage, we clean the data by removing any ESTs/mRNAs with a length shorter than 100 bp, and then form the dataset by merging the data from all genes. To ensure the correctness of the data, we verify all ESTs/mRNAs with their mapping locations using the genome browser. In our work, we have extracted ten datasets for experimental study, and their details are displayed in [Table 1](#pone-0047216-t001){ref-type="table"}.

![The clustering results (Jaccard Index) for the other four experimental EST datasets.\
(A) shows the plotted clustering result for the PLXN. The test with combination CB1 and neighborhood distance (Eps) 0.1 is the best performer in this dataset. The second highest clustering accuracy is recorded by the test with CB2 and Eps 0.1. The clustering result for the CHRN dataset is displayed in (B). The test with CB1 and Eps 0.1 sets the highest clustering accuracy (0.8527) in this dataset, while the test with CB2 and Eps 0.1 delivers the second best clustering accuracy. (C)--(D) denotes the clustering results for the SPDY and EPH datasets. In SPDY dataset, the highest clustering accuracy is achieved by the test with CB3 and Eps 0.1. It is followed by the test with CB2 and Eps 0.1. For the EPH dataset, the best clustering accuracy is done by the test with CB2 and Eps 0.1. The test with CB1 and Eps 0.05 produces the second best clustering accuracy.](pone.0047216.g007){#pone-0047216-g007}

Results {#s4}
=======

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed *hbd_EST* distance measure in solving the problem highlighted in problem statement section, ten EST datasets have been used in the experimental study. Each dataset contains ESTs derived from the same gene family. We study the performance of the *hbd_EST* distance measure with different combinations of the following parameter values: Local feature weight, global feature weight and neighborhood distance in DBSCAN. These key parameters play crucial roles in this context. This is because an optimized weight between the local and global features, or/and a good neighborhood distance may improve the EST clustering outcome significantly.

10.1371/journal.pone.0047216.t003

###### The parameters values used by the *hbd_EST* in comparative study.

![](pone.0047216.t003){#pone-0047216-t003-3}

  Word    Window   Global   Local   Eps in
  ------ -------- -------- ------- --------
  6        100      0.1      0.9     0.1

The correctness of our clustering result is evaluated based on the EST libraries from the genome browser, where the libraries are constructed based on the alignment of ESTs on the human genome assembly [@pone.0047216-Kent2]. This means that we are comparing our clustering result with the alignment-based method, thus using other alignment-based clustering method for comparison is not essential in this case. On the other hand, the same datasets are tested with two alignment-free EST clustering tools (*wcd* & *PEACE*) and their clustering results are then compared and discussed in this section.

Influence of Key Parameters on Clustering Results {#s4a}
-------------------------------------------------

The study on the weight covers the range of 0.05--0.30 for the global feature, and 0.70--0.95 for the local feature. The weight for the local feature is always greater than the global feature in all combinations. This is because the local feature plays a more significant role in EST clustering [@pone.0047216-Hazelhurst3], [@pone.0047216-Ptitsyn1], and the global feature is incorporated to enhance its sensitivity for solving the gene family problem. [Table 2](#pone-0047216-t002){ref-type="table"} describes the weight between both features in detail, and there are six combinations (CB1--CB6) with various weights used in the experiments. For the neighborhood distance used in the DBSCAN, we have tested the range from 0.05 to 0.3. The experimental results of the EST datasets with various settings are plotted in [Figure 6](#pone-0047216-g006){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#pone-0047216-g007){ref-type="fig"} with ten graphs. Each graph represents the clustering results obtained from a single EST dataset. We will first observe and comment on the clustering results for each dataset, and then we will summarize and discuss the findings based on the overall clustering results from all the experimental datasets.

10.1371/journal.pone.0047216.t004

###### The comparative evaluation of our proposed hybrid distance measure (*hbd_EST*), with the *wcd* and *PEACE* clustering tools.

![](pone.0047216.t004){#pone-0047216-t004-4}

  Dataset          Jaccard Index/Number of Generated Clusters               
  --------------- -------------------------------------------- ------------ --------
  CYP2                             **0.8577**                     0.7166     0.6908
  (16 clusters)                        15                           11         10
  APOBEC                           **0.8256**                     0.4030     0.4030
  (10 clusters)                        10                           6          6
  T-box                              0.8125                     **0.9895**   0.5235
  (13 clusters)                        18                           13         13
  WNT                                0.9426                     **0.9869**   0.5604
  (18 clusters)                        20                           18         11
  CYP4                             **0.8721**                     0.5927     0.5059
  (12 clusters)                        15                           7          5
  HOXA                             **0.9329**                     0.7133     0.5343
  (12 clusters)                        14                           10         8
  PLXN                             **0.9568**                     0.8451     0.3558
  (9 clusters)                         14                           8          5
  CHRN                             **0.8314**                     0.7295     0.4516
  (16 clusters)                        20                           15         14
  SPDY                             **0.7538**                     0.5752     0.5538
  (10 clusters)                        7                            6          5
  EPH                              **0.9214**                     0.8257     0.8262
  (14 clusters)                        19                           16         16

The clustering result for the first dataset (CYP2 gene family) is displayed in [Figure 6A](#pone-0047216-g006){ref-type="fig"}. Based on the graph, the highest clustering accuracy (in Jaccard index) is 0.8577, and the second best delivers a marginally lower accuracy than the highest, which is 0.8546. Combination CB2 (0.1-global, 0.9-local) with the neighborhood distance (Eps) 0.1 is the setting that yields the best accuracy in this dataset. Meanwhile, combination CB1 (0.05--global, 0.95--local) with the same Eps is the setting that produces the second highest accuracy. For APOBEC gene family dataset ([Figure 6B](#pone-0047216-g006){ref-type="fig"}), the best accuracy (0.8256) is recorded by the combination CB2 with Eps of 0.1. The second best accuracy comes from the combination CB1 with Eps of 0.05, and its accuracy (0.7483) is moderately lower than the best one. In the T-box dataset ([Figure 6C](#pone-0047216-g006){ref-type="fig"}), there are three settings that deliver clustering accuracy above 0.98. They are the combination CB1--CB3, and all with Eps of 0.15. The best accuracy (0.9972) is obtained by the combination CB1, and subsequently the second best accuracy (0.9933) is achieved by the combination CB2. The combination CB3 gives 0.9842 for clustering accuracy, which is marginally above 0.98.

The WNT gene family ([Figure 6D](#pone-0047216-g006){ref-type="fig"}) is the fourth experimental dataset, and we observed that there are also three tests with accuracies exceeding 0.98. The parameter settings in these three tests are in fact identical with the best three clustering accuracies obtained by the tests on the T-box dataset. The three settings (combination CB1--CB3, all with Eps of 0.15) yield 0.9935, 0.9931 and 0.981 accuracy respectively. For the CYP4 dataset ([Figure 6E](#pone-0047216-g006){ref-type="fig"}), the best clustering accuracy (0.8793) is obtained by the combination CB1, with Eps of 0.1. It is followed by the combination CB2, with Eps of 0.1. This combination is able to score 0.8721 for the accuracy, which is slightly lower than the best clustering result in this dataset. The clustering result for the HOXA dataset is plotted in [Figure 6F](#pone-0047216-g006){ref-type="fig"}, and the best accuracy (0.9764) belongs to the combination CB3, with Eps of 0.15. The combination CB1, with Eps of 0.1 delivers the second best accuracy (0.9448) in this dataset.

The clustering results for the PLXN and CHRN datasets are plotted in [Figure 7A and 7B](#pone-0047216-g007){ref-type="fig"}.The *hbd_EST* performs the best with combination CB1 and Eps of 0.1 in the PLXN dataset. The recorded clustering accuracy is 0.9721. The second best clustering accuracy (0.9568) is set by combination CB2 with Eps of 0.1. In the CHRN dataset, the highest clustering accuracy is 0.8527 and it is scored by the test with combination CB1 and Eps of 0.1. The test with combination CB2 and Eps of 0.1 also shows encouraging result. It yields 0.8314 for the clustering accuracy, which is marginally lower than the best performer. [Figure 7C and 7D](#pone-0047216-g007){ref-type="fig"} display the clustering results for the remaining two experimental datasets, i.e. SPDY and EPH. The highest clustering accuracy (0.7756) in the SPDY dataset is obtained by the test with combination CB3 and Eps of 0.1. It is followed by the test with combination CB2 and Eps of 0.1, where it achieves 0.7538 for the clustering accuracy. In the EPH dataset, the best two clustering accuracies are 0.9314 and 0.8654 respectively. The highest clustering accuracy is recorded by the test with combination CB2 and Eps of 0.1, while the test with combination CB1 and Eps of 0.05 produces the second best clustering accuracy.

We can generalize some outcomes or findings based on the clustering results from all these datasets. Firstly, all datasets seems to perform satisfactorily when the weight is set at the range of 0.05--0.15 for the global feature, and 0.85--0.95 for the local feature. The clustering performance degrades when we increase the weight for the global feature. As a result, the experiment is not extended to higher weight (0.3 and above) for the global feature. This finding explicitly indicates that the local feature plays a more significant role than the global feature. Nevertheless the role of the global feature cannot be neglected even though its contribution is not substantial. This is because we have conducted tests using only the local feature, but none of them shows comparable clustering result with the combination of local and global features at the specified weight.

Another finding is the neighborhood distance used in the DBSCAN. We discovered that the optimized neighborhood distance is 0.1±0.05 for all datasets. It is because the best clustering result for each dataset is recorded within this range. The clustering results with higher neighborhood distances (0.2, 0.25 or 0.3) generally underperform the clustering results of the optimized range. We analyze this scenario and found that ESTs from different genes are merged together into a single cluster if the neighborhood distance is set to 0.2 or higher. The optimized neighborhood range (0.1±0.05) is an ideal range to be used in the DBSCAN for solving this clustering problem.

10.1371/journal.pone.0047216.t005

###### The p-values of the t-test.

![](pone.0047216.t005){#pone-0047216-t005-5}

               p-value (t-test)  
  ----------- ------------------ ----------
  *hbd_EST*         0.0314        0.000055

Both p-values (0.0314 and 0.000055) are below the alpha of 0.05. These p-values indicate significant differences between the clustering results of *hbd_EST*, with *wcd* and *PEACE.*

10.1371/journal.pone.0047216.t006

###### The hybrid distance measure (with the same parameters in [Table 3](#pone-0047216-t003){ref-type="table"}) is tested with another clustering algorithm, the hierarchical clustering.
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  Dataset    Jaccard Index  
  --------- --------------- --------
  CYP2          0.8577       0.8590
  APOBEC        0.8256       0.8256
  T-box         0.8125       0.9010
  WNT           0.9426       0.9426
  CYP4          0.8721       0.8652
  HOXA          0.9329       0.9262
  PLXN          0.9568       0.9622
  CHRN          0.8314       0.8427
  SPDY          0.7538       0.7448
  EPH           0.9214       0.9229

Almost all experimental EST datasets (except T-box dataset) show similar clustering accuracies between the DBSCAN and the hierarchical clustering methods.

Comparison of Clustering Results with Alignment-free EST Clustering Tools (wcd and PEACE) {#s4b}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We use the two widely accepted alignment-free EST clustering tools, i.e. *wcd* and *PEACE* to perform clustering on the same experimental datasets. Both of them are run using the default parameters set in the clustering tools (word size = 6, window length = 100 bases). These default parameters are used because they are the optimized and recommended values in both tools [@pone.0047216-Rao1], [@pone.0047216-Hazelhurst3]. To ensure the comparison is done in a fair and unbiased manner, we use the same word size and window length for the *hbd_EST* distance measure. Furthermore, we also use the same values for the global-local weight and the neighborhood distance (Eps) across all the ten datasets. Based on the results presented in the previous subsection, the following parameters values ([Table 3](#pone-0047216-t003){ref-type="table"}) will be used for this comparative study.

Whenever we compare *hbd_EST* to *wcd* or *PEACE*, we are actually making comparison to the *d^2^* distance measure used by *wcd* and *PEACE*. [Table 4](#pone-0047216-t004){ref-type="table"} displays the comparison results for the ten EST datasets. In terms of clustering accuracy, the performance of *hbd_EST* is relatively better than *wcd*, with higher clustering accuracies achieved in eight out of ten experimental datasets. However, the clustering quality delivered by the *hbd_EST* in WNT dataset is slightly lower than *wcd*, and the clustering accuracy achieved by *wcd* is higher in the T-box dataset. When the comparison is made between the *hbd_EST* and *PEACE*, it indicates that the former yields higher clustering accuracies than the latter in all experimental datasets. From the comparison table, it can be observed that *wcd* also performs better than *PEACE* in most of the datasets (except the APOBEC and EPH datasets).

In the CYP2 dataset, our clustering accuracy is 0.8577 and it is higher than w*cd* (0.7166) and *PEACE* (0.6908). Besides that, the number of clusters generated by the *hbd_EST* is 15, and it is very close to the reference library (16 clusters). For both EST clustering tools, they generate 11 and 10 clusters respectively. For the APOBEC dataset, the *hbd_EST* has improved the accuracy rate substantially. It manages to score 0.8256, as compared to 0.4030 recorded in both clustering tools. In fact, the number of clusters formed by the *hbd_EST* is also the same with the reference library. The *hbd_EST* also scores higher clustering accuracies than the two clustering tools in the CYP4 and HOXA datasets.

![The BLAT scores for (A) three ESTs from CYP4A11 gene and (B) three ESTs from CYP4A22 gene.\
(A) indicates all three ESTs (AI078080, CB163562, EL735375) obtain highest BLAT scores (235, 481, 630) in their own gene, and record their second highest BLAT scores in the CYP4A22 gene. (B) shows the BLAT scores obtained by the three ESTs (AA913522, DB187797, DR004079) from the CYP4A22 gene. These three ESTs also yield the highest BLAT scores in their own gene, and their second highest BLAT scores can be traced in the CYP4A11 gene.](pone.0047216.g008){#pone-0047216-g008}

In the CYP4 dataset, the clustering accuracy recorded by the *hbd_EST* is 0.8721. This clustering result is very encouraging when compares to 0.5927 in *wcd* and 0.5059 in *PEACE*. The formation of clusters is 15 in the *hbd_EST*, and it is higher than the reference library (12 clusters). This situation happens when two larger clusters are divided into two or three smaller clusters. In this dataset, both EST clustering tools produce less than expected number of clusters. The preliminary finding has indicated that some ESTs from different genes are grouped together to form larger clusters. For the HOXA dataset, the clustering accuracy achieved by the *hbd_EST* is 0.9329 with formation of 14 clusters, and it performs better than the *wcd* and *PEACE*. The recorded clustering accuracies for both clustering tools are 0.7133 and 0.5343 respectively.

For the WNT dataset, the clustering accuracy obtained by the *hbd_EST* is satisfactory (0.9426) but slightly lower than *wcd*, where the latter scores the highest clustering accuracy (0.9869) among the three methods. The number of clusters generated by *wcd* is also identical to the reference library (18 clusters). The formation of clusters is 20 in the *hbd_EST*, and the investigation has found out that the extra clusters are actually caused by the division of clusters into smaller clusters. In the T-box dataset, *wcd* outperforms other two methods with clustering accuracy of 0.9895. At the same time, it also generates the same number of clusters with the reference library (13 clusters). The clustering accuracy (0.8125) obtained by the *hbd_EST* in this dataset is considered satisfactory, even though it is lower than *wcd*.

The performance (in terms of clustering accuracy) of the *hbd_EST* is quite consistent for the remaining four experimental datasets. The comparison of clustering results between the *hbd_EST*, *wcd* and *PEACE* on these four datasets has indicated that the *hbd_EST* performs better than the two EST clustering tools. Based on the clustering results, the *hbd_EST* manages to yield the clustering accuracy above 0.90 for the PLXN and EPH datasets. In the PLXN dataset, the recorded clustering accuracy by the *hbd_EST* is 0.9568. It scores the clustering accuracy of 0.9214 in the EPH dataset. The clustering results generated by the *wcd* on these two datasets are 0.8451 and 0.8257 respectively. For the CHRN dataset, the highest clustering accuracy (0.8314) is obtained by the *hbd_EST*, and both EST clustering tools yield 0.7295 and 0.4516 for the clustering accuracies. In the SPDY dataset, the clustering accuracy generated by the *hbd_EST* is 0.7538, and similar clustering accuracies are observed in *wcd* (0.5752) and *PEACE* (0.5538).

Generally, it is observed that the number of clusters generated by the *hbd_EST* distance measure is higher than the number of clusters found in the original data. Therefore, we analyzed each clustering result for the *hbd_EST* in detail. Investigation into the memberships of these extra clusters reveals that the higher than expected number of clusters is caused by the subdivision of a cluster into two or three smaller clusters. These smaller clusters contain only its own ESTs and they do not merge with ESTs from other clusters. Thus, they only have minimal effect on the clustering accuracy. In clustering, a subdivision of a cluster into several smaller clusters could happen when the clustering criteria become more stringent [@pone.0047216-Mellas1], [@pone.0047216-Curtis1]. The *hbd_EST* is considered more stringent in this case, since it compares the global and local features of EST sequences (*wcd* and *PEACE* only compare the local feature). As a result, the *hbd_EST* tends to subdivide a cluster into smaller clusters if it manages to detect the difference between ESTs in a gene.

We are aware that the performance of the *hbd_EST* is worse than the *wcd* in the T-box dataset. In view of this, we are interested to find out the possible reasons. Thus, we conduct an investigation into this matter. The main focus of the investigation is to study and analyze sequence (or subsequence) similarity among ESTs. In our case, we perform multiple sequence alignments on the ESTs in the T-box dataset using the *ClustalW* [@pone.0047216-Larkin1] tool. This is an analysis tool that is frequently used in the study of evolutionary and sequence homology [@pone.0047216-Edgar1]. The use of *ClustalW* tool enables us to compare and analyze sequence similarity among ESTs simultaneously.

In our case, the multiple sequence alignment is done in two settings. The first involves multiple sequence alignment of ESTs that are from the same gene (intra-gene) in the T-box family. The other setting is to perform multiple sequence alignment on ESTs that are from different genes (inter-gene) in the T-box family. The primary objective is to investigate the degree of similarity for intra-gene and inter-gene ESTs. Based on the multiple sequence alignment results delivered by the *ClustalW* tool, we found out that there is one or more highly similar subsequences appearing in ESTs that belong to the same gene. Besides that, highly similar subsequences can also be identified between ESTs from different genes in the T-box family. However, the key difference between them is the length of highly similar subsequences. The multiple sequence alignment results show that the subsequence length in the first setting is longer than the second setting.

The highlighted key difference justifies the better performance of *wcd* in T-box dataset. This is because *wcd* performs clustering based on the similarity of subsequences between ESTs. It will group ESTs to the same cluster if the length of highly similar subsequences between ESTs is at least the window size (100 bp) of the tool. In fact, we found out that most of the highly similar subsequences between ESTs in the same gene have lengths greater than 100 bp. As a result, *wcd* is able to cluster ESTs in the T-box family according to the genes they belong. On the contrary, *wcd* will not group ESTs from different genes in the T-box family into one cluster, even though they share similar subsequences. The result from multiple sequence alignment between ESTs from different genes in the T-box family has indicated that the lengths of similar subsequences between ESTs are shorter than the window length of *wcd*, and these similarities are not significant to *wcd*. As a result, *wcd* is able to cluster these ESTs correctly.

We further analyze the clustering result of *hbd_EST* in the T-box dataset, it shows that the *hbd_EST* is capable to cluster ESTs to their corresponding genes, but it further partitions the ESTs in the same gene into two or three smaller clusters. It means that the clustering performed by *hbd_EST* is stringent until it can subdivide the members in a gene/cluster into smaller clusters. This could occur when stringent criteria or rules are applied in clustering. Consequently, the clustering accuracy of *hbd_EST* in T-box dataset is lower than *wcd*.

In order to verify the effectiveness of *hbd_EST* on solving the gene family problem in EST clustering, additional statistical tests were conducted. In this case, we performed t-test on the clustering results between *hbd_EST* with *wcd* and *PEACE*. The p-values of the statistical test are displayed in [Table 5](#pone-0047216-t005){ref-type="table"}. The p-value obtained between the *hbd_EST* and *wcd* is 0.0314 (below the alpha of 0.05), and it indicates that both methods have significant difference in terms of clustering accuracy. Another p-value (0.000055) in the table also shows that there is a significant difference between the clustering results of *hbd_EST* and *PEACE*. As such, the statistical test has confirmed that the *hbd_EST* is effective to resolve the stated problem.

This comparative evaluation and statistical test results show that the *hbd_EST* performs quite favorably in the experimental datasets. These results have supported the claim that the *hbd_EST* is effective (in terms of clustering accuracy) for the clustering of ESTs originate from the same gene family. However, it may not perform excellently in all EST datasets. Based on the evaluation results reported in [@pone.0047216-Kalyanaraman1], [@pone.0047216-Hazelhurst2], [@pone.0047216-Rao1], in fact it is very unlikely a clustering method can outperform other methods in all experimental datasets. This is acceptable because there is no unifying theory in clustering [@pone.0047216-Yang1], [@pone.0047216-Gokcay1]. In this case, it means that there is no single distance measure, algorithm or approach for clustering that can be regarded as suitable for most situations [@pone.0047216-Milligan1]. Many techniques or algorithms are designed mainly for solving individual problems.

![Comparison of protein homology between the APOBEC3B gene and the other genes.](pone.0047216.g009){#pone-0047216-g009}

Evaluation of the Hybrid Distance Measure Using Hierarchical Clustering {#s4c}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We also study the applicability and performance of *hbd_EST* on other clustering techniques. To this end, we select the hierarchical clustering. This is because it is quite a commonly used agglomerative clustering algorithm in EST [@pone.0047216-Burke1], [@pone.0047216-Hazelhurst2], [@pone.0047216-Ptitsyn1]. The setting of global-local weight in the hybrid distance measure is exactly the same as in previous subsection, they are 0.1 for global and 0.9 for local respectively. [Table 6](#pone-0047216-t006){ref-type="table"} shows the comparison of clustering accuracies between the DBSCAN and the hierarchical clustering methods.

From the table, nearly equivalent clustering accuracies are observed for the nine datasets, and the only exception is the T-box dataset. The clustering accuracy recorded by hierarchical clustering on T-box dataset is higher than the DBSCAN, where the clustering accuracy is vary by about 0.09. We further conduct the t-test to verify whether or not the two clustering methods have any significant difference in terms of clustering accuracy for the ten datasets. The obtained p-value is 0.37, which is above the alpha of 0.05. This result supports that the two clustering methods have no significant difference in terms of clustering accuracy. Based on the supports from the clustering and t-test results, we can claim that the hybrid distance measure can work quite impressively using the DBSCAN or hierarchical clustering algorithm.

Discussion {#s5}
==========

We analyze the cluster membership assignments of the three methods thoroughly, we found out that the lower clustering results obtained by the EST clustering tools are mainly due to the incorrect merging of genes in the datasets. It means that ESTs from two or more genes that are supposed to be clustered separately are now grouped into a single cluster by the clustering tools. For *PEACE* tool, the clustering accuracies for all the datasets are in the range of 0.35--0.70. We investigate its cluster membership assignments properly, and we notice that the incorrect merging incidents occur in every experimental dataset. The occurrences of these incidents have caused the number of clusters generated by the clustering tool are less than expected. This phenomenon (fewer than expected number of clusters) can be observed in [Table 4](#pone-0047216-t004){ref-type="table"}.

The main reason for causing the incorrect merging incidents in the datasets is the high similarity between ESTs from different genes in the family. This is justified because genes are classified into the same family if they share important characteristics or similar functions, and normally they exhibit high degree of sequence homologies [@pone.0047216-Demuth1]. More specifically, they are in fact having similar exon-intron structure and are subsequently differentiated through splicing or evolutionary events [@pone.0047216-Peremyslov1], [@pone.0047216-Itoh1], [@pone.0047216-Rogozin1], [@pone.0047216-Sanchez1]. In this case, it means that ESTs from different genes in the same family might share exons among them. As a result, it is difficult to separate these ESTs to the clusters where they belong by using the EST clustering tools that implementing the window-based distance measure. These clustering tools tend to put them to the same cluster even when they share only a single exon region (a subsequence).

For verification, we use the BLAT search for comparing similarities among the ESTs. The BLAT [@pone.0047216-Kent2] is an alignment search algorithm that is similar to BLAST and it is available in the Genome Browser. The comparisons only focus on ESTs that belong to the incorrect merging incidents. The BLAT search results have confirmed that the incorrect merging incidents are caused likely by the high similarities between ESTs, to an extent where the EST clustering tools are not sensitive enough to separate them. [Figure 8](#pone-0047216-g008){ref-type="fig"} shows an example from the CYP4 dataset. Three ESTs (AI078080, CB163562 and EL735375) from the CYP4A11 gene (position: 47, 394, 848--47, 407, 156, at chromosome 1) are compared against the human genome using the BLAT search.

The search result is displayed in [Figure 8A](#pone-0047216-g008){ref-type="fig"}. It shows that the three ESTs obtain the highest matching scores in its own gene, but at the same time they also get the second highest scores with the CYP4A22 gene (position: 47, 603, 107--47, 614, 526, at chromosome 1). Both scores (1^st^ and 2^nd^ highest) only differ slightly, as compared to other scores. This information indicates that both genes are in fact quite similar. Later three ESTs (AA913522, DB187797 and DR004079) from the CYP4A22 gene are also used to conduct the same search, and the result is shown in [Figure 8B](#pone-0047216-g008){ref-type="fig"}. We can observe that the result is similar to the previous one, where each EST sets the highest score in its own gene and records the second highest in the CYP4A11 gene.

We further examine the genes using the gene sorter function in the Genome Browser, and they are sorted based on the protein homology. We discover that the genes that tend to be clustered together are relatively similar in terms of protein expression. [Figure 9](#pone-0047216-g009){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the protein homology between the APOBEC genes in the second dataset, and they are measured using the BLASTP E-value (Smaller E-value indicates higher protein similarity between them). The highlighted area (red rectangle) shows that APOBEC3B is quite similar to APOBEC3F, APOBEC3G and APOBEC3C. Therefore, these genes appear as one cluster in the clustering results of both EST clustering tools.

Our proposed hybrid distance measure is able to improve the EST clustering accuracy by separating the genes into different clusters even though they are highly similar. We investigate this matter thoroughly by looking at the proposed hybrid distance measure and the clustering algorithm. We can say that the major contribution is in fact coming from the hybrid distance measure, where it incorporates global and local features into the distance measure. The contribution of the selected clustering algorithm is not as significant as the former, since we have verified that the same distance measure can also produces nearly equivalent clustering results with hierarchical clustering.

The hybrid distance measure is claimed to be quite effective in resolving the gene family problem, and it can be justified with the following explanations. (1) The global feature of EST is measured statistically based on the entire sequence length, therefore it is representing the characteristics of an EST sequence. As a matter of fact, many alignment-free biological sequence comparisons are implemented using the global features [@pone.0047216-Almeida1], [@pone.0047216-Wu3], [@pone.0047216-Wu4], [@pone.0047216-Afreixo1], [@pone.0047216-Li1], [@pone.0047216-Stuart1], [@pone.0047216-Li2], thus it is considered influential in sequence comparison. With the incorporation of this global feature into the proposed distance measure, the comparison between two ESTs can be done in a comprehensive manner (global and local scales). As a result, the hybrid distance measure can work satisfactorily on ESTs with high local similarities.

\(2\) In EST clustering, it only groups ESTs from the same gene and overlap (with specific length) with each other into the same cluster [@pone.0047216-Nagaraj1], [@pone.0047216-Burke1]. Hence, the local feature is still the main priority in clustering and the global feature is meant to increase its sensitivity for resolving the gene family problem. In this case, the weight for the local feature is always higher than the global feature. (3) Working on only global or local feature is unable to solve the gene family problem effectively. It has to combine the local feature (to detect similar exon/subsequence between ESTs) and global feature (to differentiate ESTs that share a subsequence but not from the same gene) for accomplishing the clustering task.

In conclusion, we have proposed a hybrid distance measure, *hbd_EST* to improve the clustering accuracy for ESTs that come from the same gene family. This distance measure combines the global and local features extracted from the EST, and the clustering is implemented using the DBSCAN algorithm. The optimized weight for the combined features are obtained from the experimental results, and the best performances are achieved using 0.05--0.15 for the global feature, and 0.85--0.95 for the local feature. The clustering results show that the hybrid distance measure is effective to resolve the problem stated earlier in the paper, where it managed to separate genes from the same family to different clusters. We have demonstrated that this hybrid distance measure is appropriate to be implemented on EST datasets that originating from the same gene family.

Another potential application for *hbd_EST* is for cluster refinement. In this case, a clustering tool can be used to perform coarse clustering for ESTs in a dataset. As a result, 'super-clusters' are produced and they can be broken to separate clusters by re-clustering using the *hbd_EST.* Future work includes evaluating the performances (clustering accuracy and speed) of the hybrid distance measure using large EST datasets that contain few millions ESTs. We might also consider implementing it in a parallel environment when it is working with large EST datasets.
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